
Case Study

Self-Cons mp�on Systemu
Bangalore India,

The Challenge

To manage a small industrial business is challenging and even more so when the erra�c power supply from the electrical grid makes it

impossible to s�ck to produc�on plans or to meet set delivery dates. Collaborators have to be paid their salaries, even though they are

incapacitated to perform their work.
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In July 2015 Nammane Industries, a manufacturer of disposable bowls, plates and cups made from Areca leaves situated in Bangalore,

decided to change this situa�on by inves�ng in a self-consump�on system to become energy independent.

System compone tsn

Solar modules: Tata BP 5 KWp Solar Panels

Ba� eries: Tata Power 4x 12V/100Ah

Inverter/Chargers: Studer Innotec, 1 inverter/charger

Xtender, XTM 4000-48

Solar charge controller: Studer Innotec, 1 MPPT solar charge

controller, VarioTrack VT-80

Racking: Roof mounted

Other: Studer Innotec, 1 Xcom-LAN

For more informa�on please contact:

In this geographical area, the voltage fluctua�ons are high and

most industrial equipment won't work. By using devices from

Studer Innotec the surge capacity needed by the machines are

met and the inverter/chargers produce a pure sine wave AC

power output which make all machines perform at their best.

Studer Innotec SA

www.studer-innotec.com / shyam.sundar@studer-innotec.com

Studer Contact: Shyam Sundar

Popular solar

popularsolargh@gmail.com

The Company

Why Studer
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The Solu�on

As many small businesses Nammane Industries is situated in

the same building as its owner's private home. The self-

consump�on system was therefore dimensioned to cover loads

of both industrial and domes�c character. The industrial loads

included a hydraulic li� in single phase and other machines for

making the plates.

A 5kW roo�op PV plant was installed on the building's roof. For

prac�cal reasons the 20 panels were mounted on a metal

structure providing access to the roof for other ac�vi�es such as

children playing or drying clothes.

The complete loads are powered with solar power. This way the

machines keep working even during power cuts.

Project outcome

So far the system has always produced more energy than

needed giving the owner the possibility to sell power to the grid

by using the inverter/chargers that automa�cally control the

required in-house consump�on and accordingly supply the

surplus to the grid. Providing a welcome extra revenue.

The company has been able to make on-�me deliveries to their

customers, as they no longer experience any power cuts.

Popular solar

If there is excess power, it is injected into the grid against a feed-

in tariff, making money for the owner.

The system avoids any manual interven�on and supervise all

aspects; from genera�on to charging of ba� eries, supply to

industrial and domes�c consump�on and feeding into the grid.


